The Role of Source and Expressive Responding in Political News Evaluation
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ABSTRACT
Studies have observed that readers are more likely to trust news sources that align with their own political leanings. We ask: is the higher reported trust in politically aligned news sources due to perceived institutional trustworthiness or does it merely reflect a preference for the political claims aligned sources publish? Furthermore, do respondents report their actual beliefs about news or do they choose to express their political commitments instead? We conducted a US-based experiment (N=400) using random association of news claims to news sources as well as financial incentives to robustly identify the main drivers of trust in news and to evaluate response bias. We observe a comparatively weak effect of source on news evaluation and find that response differences are largely due to the alignment of the respondents’ politics and the news claim. We also find significant evidence for expressive responding, in particular among right-leaning participants.

1 INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of misinformation has led to a decline of public trust in traditional media sources [1, 6]. A 2018 survey by Gallup and the Knight Foundation found that “Americans believe the news media have a critical role to play in U.S. democracy but are not performing that role well” [10]. Respondents to their survey believe that 44% of news reporting is inaccurate and 62% of news is biased. For news on social media, these numbers rise to 64% and 80% respectively. United States residents who identify as Republicans, in particular, rated most mainstream news organizations (including CNN, The Washington Post and The New York Times) as highly inaccurate and biased [10].

Researchers have attempted to understand this development. An experiment by Gallup and the Knight Foundation found that readers’ evaluation of news sources is aligned with their own political views: When the news source was revealed, Democrats reported higher trust in claims from the New York Times but severely devalued news from Fox News, while Republicans mistrusted New York Times pieces and trusted Fox News [9]. The same study found that, even if the news source was not revealed, Democrats and Republicans evaluated claims from the New York Times differently. This finding suggests further investigation is needed to disentangle the different sources of partisan mistrust in news reporting. We consider three possible explanations:

(a) **Perceived institutional trustworthiness**: People see news organizations that align with their views as more trustworthy. For example, Republicans will see Fox News reports as more trustworthy than the New York Times.

(b) **Motivated reasoning**: Different point of view make it more likely for people to evaluate reports that align with their views as more trustworthy.

(c) **Expressive responding**: People purposely report their inaccurate evaluations of trust in a partisan source to signal support for their own party.

While these mechanisms are not exclusive, it is important to estimate their separate impact to not conflate a *crisis in trust in the media* with a rise in political *expressive behavior*.

The current work estimates the relative influence these mechanisms have on the evaluation of political news. In a large-scale online experiment, we randomly assign headlines to sources as illustrated in Figure 1. In a highly controlled setting where news sources make the same claims we can measure the effect of news source attribution. Furthermore, we used economic incentives in an experimental treatment group to detect expressive responding.

Our findings show that an individual’s alignment with the political message of a news claim largely drives the different evaluations it receives from left- and right-leaning participants. The identity of the news source plays a much smaller role than assumed based on studies that do not randomize...
sources and claims. We also find significant evidence for expressive responding: when incentivized to provide correct answers, right-leaning participants in particular give higher credence to pro-Democrat claims.

2 BACKGROUND

There is a rich area of research on the factors and biases that affect people's trust in media [12, 16, 22]. Most related to our methods here, a recent experimental study exposed participants to headlines and articles with or without source information and asked them to rate the articles' trustworthiness [9]. The results showed that exposing the source generally lowered trust ratings and that the lower trust was related to partisanship.

We know that political affiliation and partisanship impact how people evaluate information [18, 30]. When presented with identical information, different people arrive at different conclusions that tend to align with their own political leanings. This bias – termed motivated reasoning [21] – has been observed in a wide range of studies [2, 19, 30] and has been associated with conservative traits [17]. Understanding readers' views of the media is further complicated by what has been called expressive responding [13, 14]: Respondents may provide inaccurate evaluations to signal support for their political party or candidate. Expressive responding is distinct from motivated reasoning. Motivated reasoning leads to genuinely held beliefs that are "re-aligned" one's motives, whereas subjects who respond expressively choose to misreport their beliefs to show support for their political group.

For example, when viewing photos of the presidential inaugurations of Donald Trump in 2017 and Barack Obama in 2009 and asked which photo has more people, 26% of Trump supporters with college degrees provided clearly wrong answers [29]. Studies also found evidence that Democrats' reports of mental distress after the 2016 election were exaggerated by expressive responding [20]. Bullock et al. [4] developed a conceptual model to distinguish sincere from expressive partisan differences. They evaluated the model using financial incentives to detect expressive responding. Similar to prior studies [26, 27] they find reductions in party differences when incentivizing correct answers.

This usage of effort-eliciting mechanisms is rooted in classical agency theory [28] and has been found to be consistent with incentives for crowdsourcing workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk [5, 23]. The current work expands on prior research by applying incentive mechanisms to the study of news evaluation.

3 EXPERIMENT

We designed an online experiment to estimate (1) the importance of the news source in participants' evaluation of political news, (2) the bias resulting from participants' political alignment with the news claim, and (3) the salience of expressive responding in political news evaluation. We randomly associate sources to headlines to measure their independent impact and use financial incentives to elicit truthful answers. Our design takes inspiration from Pennycook's and Rand's prior work on crowdsourcing news source quality [24] and cognitive bias in news consumption [25].

Methods

Materials and procedure. Participants read a series of news claims and rated whether they thought each claim was true or false. 16 headline stimuli were shown in random order: 12 decoys that disguised the purpose of our study and four that we experimentally controlled to answer the study questions. The four experimental headlines were picked from a set of six headlines we collected from an earlier study [25]. Two of the headlines shown aligned with US Democrat views, the other two supported US Republican views. While all headlines represented accurate reporting, we have selected headlines that were hard to evaluate (in a pre-test respondents could not reliably tell whether they were true or false).

To measure the effect of source independent of the claims it publishes, the headlines were randomly shown as coming from either a right-leaning or a left-leaning publisher. We decided to compare the New York Times and Fox News – both mainstream publishers familiar and relevant to a large US audience [24]. They have been shown to be seen as inversely biased and inaccurate by Democrats and Republicans [10] and allowed us to compare our results with previous studies [8, 24]. Each participant rated four experimental headlines, two associated with the New York Times and two associated with Fox News. For each source, one of the headlines shown was pro-Democrat, while the other was pro-Republican. Figure 1 shows four sample stimuli. In addition, participants rated 12 headlines that obfuscated the study goal to avoid demand characteristics.

Participants rated headlines in randomized order within a 15-second time limit. We made it impossible to copy the headline text, so it was highly unlikely that participants were able to search for articles before answering. After the rating task, we collected data on political preferences and demographics.

Experimental manipulation. Participants were randomly assigned to either the control group, where they received a set compensation for their participation, or the treatment group, where they received a bonus payment depending on how many answers they answered correctly. We choose a "linked" payment structure inspired by Jackson and Sonnenschein [15], telling participants they would receive a bonus if they evaluated at least 12 of the 16 headlines correctly. We
awarded the full bonus to all participants in the treatment group irrespective of their answers.

Participants. We recruited 400 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [3]. Although not nationally representative, Amazon Mechanical Turk has been found to reliably reproduce treatment effects in political research [7]. To counterbalance the under-representation of conservatives on MTurk, we posted an otherwise identical conservative-only task in addition to our main task. We received complete data from 388 respondents (Mage = 38; 49.2% women) with balanced political ideologies (50.3% identified as left-center or left, 49.7% right-center or right). Participants received $1 based on an estimated work time of 5 minutes and received an additional bonus payment of $1.6 in the treatment group. We performed manipulation checks and undertook a series of steps to refine data quality. Participants were debriefed upon study completion. The study protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the primary investigator’s university.

Results
In a first step, we analyzed the responses of participants in the control condition. The upper row in Figure 2 shows the responses in the control condition, with each bar representing an average of 175 ratings (total N=702 observations). The figure’s y-axis shows the ratio of ‘true’ responses out of all responses in each category. Responses of left-leaning participants are shown in blue and of right-leaning participants in red. The top-left quadrant of the figure illustrates the headline bias in the control condition, with responses grouped by the political valence of the headline. The top-right quadrant illustrates the source bias in the control condition, where responses are grouped by the political leaning of the source. For example, the top left bar shows that left-leaning participants rated pro-Democrat headlines as true in 74.6% of the cases—independently of whether they came from Fox News or the New York Times. The top right bar shows that right-leaning participants rated headlines coming from Fox News as true 54% of the time, regardless of the political direction of the headline.

The figure shows that participants from the left and right rated New York Times articles and Fox News articles as true at a similar rate (right panel). However, they responded quite differently to headlines aligned with or opposed to their own politics (left panel).

We conducted a mixed factorial ANOVA on the influence of respondents’ political views, claim alignment and source alignment on the ratings given. We find no significant main effect of source alignment, F(1, 522) = 0.32, p > 0.05, but a significant main effect of headline alignment, F(1, 522) = 50.0, p < 0.0001.

The bottom row of Figure 2 represents the observations in the treatment condition, where participants rated the same headlines and sources while incentivized to evaluate them correctly (total N=690 observations). In the bottom left, for example, we observe that left-leaning subjects evaluate pro-Democrat headlines as true in 81.4% of the cases. Compared to the control group, right-leaning subjects significantly change their evaluation of pro-Democrat headlines, rating them as true 67.9% of the time. In other words, when incentivized to answer correctly, these participants reported higher credence to pro-Democrat headlines than participants...
who were not incentivized to be truthful, independent of the source. Democrats also slightly change their evaluation of headlines, but this difference is not statistically significant.

To estimate how the particular characteristics of an observation affect the answers of participants, we calculate a panel-Probit regression with random headline effects. The model and results are shown in Table 1. The model shows no main effect of the incentive, but, as shown in Figure 2, predicts a significant increase in the number 'true' responses of right-leaning participants for opposing (pro-Democrat) headlines.

4 DISCUSSION

We have experimentally estimated the separate influence that a news claim and its source have for a small set of publishers. Unlike prior work, we have randomly associated claims to news sources to distinguish between the actual institutional trust in the publisher to a preference for the type of claims it publishes.

Our results show that, when evaluating trust in partisan claims, the "brand" of the publisher plays a minor role: In an experimentally controlled setting where the New York Times and Fox News publish identical claims, left- and right-leaning participants evaluate the sources similarly. In contrast, the political valence of the claims significantly influences who believes it and who does not: both Democrats and Republicans found the headlines that supported their own view significantly more credible. As in our experimental design the claims were balanced – equally associated with either the New York Times or Fox News – we control for the identity source the observed difference in evaluation of headlines. Politically aligned views are seen as more credible regardless of whether an aligned or non-aligned source publishes them.

To investigate the extent of expressive responding, we offered a bonus payment to participants in the treatment group if they rated claims correctly. While the incentives had no significant effect on source evaluations, we do observe a significant change in evaluation of claims. In particular, when incentivized to answer correctly, right-leaning readers reported higher credence to pro-Democrat claims and lower credence to pro-Republican claims. This finding aligns with results of previous studies [26, 27] and could be explained as suggested by Bullock et al. [4]: Right-leaning respondents held beliefs closer to the ones reported by left-leaning respondents in the first place but without incentives, "partisan cheerleading" was more attractive than providing accurate responses. Further research will have to exclude the possibility of demand effects, and replicate this study on a wider set of claims to understand why we did not observe Democrat expressive responding.

Our observation that the news source has relatively little impact on news evaluation is in direct contrast to the claim of a recent study reporting that “the ‘brand’ reputation of these sources affects perceived trustworthiness of the content more than the information presented” [9]. Similarly, our results do not replicate findings in previous work that suggest that Republicans generally see media as less accurate than Democrats do [10]. These discrepancies show the limitations of both approaches. The earlier findings, based on experiment in showing headlines with or without the actual source information, offer more ecological validity as articles were associated with their actual source (after all, Fox News can be trusted to publish more right-leaning headlines [9]). However, we believe our study better captures the actual effect of source on news evaluation, as it does not conflate the politics of the headline with that of the source.

Our findings demonstrate that one needs to be careful when interpreting what people say about the news. Asking whether someone "trusts the information that comes from [a] media source” [24] invites expressive responding. While our artificial scenario may have exaggerated the influence of the multiple biases, further work is needed to estimate their influence and separate trends in motivated cognition and expressive behaviors from a crisis of trust in the news.

The role of platforms and content providers may be a central one: algorithmic prediction of what news readers would like to read effectively supports motivated cognition and exacerbates the effects of motivated reasoning; comments sections and the affordances of social media are enablers of expressive behaviors and amplify its reach. Our findings suggest that Google News’ approach of showing multiple publishers for specific headline claim may be less effective than assumed. However, our study has shown that that it is “possible to slow down the direct expression of popular passion” [11] using targeted incentive mechanisms. While it is unlikely that platforms will pay readers to consume news, they may be able to develop means of making expressive behavior less convenient and more costly.

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, we offer an experimental approach to understand various sources of bias in the evaluation of news. There is some good news in our study: we show that the bias that is introduced by evaluating a politically aligned source may not be as severe as has been widely believed. We offer some bad news as well: there is a large gap in evaluating headline claims, depending on whether they align with a person’s politics. Worse, this gap is not significantly reduced even when the claims are made by a publisher that aligns with participant’s political views.

In addition, our study shows that responses to surveys that evaluate trust in news suffer from expressive responding, where respondents signal support for their political group instead of reporting genuinely held beliefs. We show that
some of this effect can be curbed using economic incentives. Content providers might be able to use different sharing incentives and risk to reduce the prevalence of expressive behaviors on their platforms.
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